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Youth Sunday 
 
Frances Barnett, Annie Cole, Owen Gast 
Luke 5:1-11 

 
Scripture Luke 5:1-11:  
 
5 Once while Jesus[a] was standing beside the lake of Gennesaret, and the crowd was pressing in 
on him to hear the word of God, 2 he saw two boats there at the shore of the lake; the fishermen 
had gone out of them and were washing their nets. 3 He got into one of the boats, the one 
belonging to Simon, and asked him to put out a little way from the shore. Then he sat down and 
taught the crowds from the boat. 4 When he had finished speaking, he said to Simon, “Put out 
into the deep water and let down your nets for a catch.” 5 Simon answered, “Master, we have 
worked all night long but have caught nothing. Yet if you say so, I will let down the nets.” 6 When 
they had done this, they caught so many fish that their nets were beginning to break. 7 So they 
signaled their partners in the other boat to come and help them. And they came and filled both 
boats, so that they began to sink. 8 But when Simon Peter saw it, he fell down at Jesus’ knees, 
saying, “Go away from me, Lord, for I am a sinful man!” 9 For he and all who were with him 
were amazed at the catch of fish that they had taken; 10 and so also were James and John, sons of 
Zebedee, who were partners with Simon. Then Jesus said to Simon, “Do not be afraid; from now 
on you will be catching people.” 11 When they had brought their boats to shore, they left 
everything and followed him. 

 
~ 

 
ANNIE, OWEN and FRANCES all on Zoom. ANNIE and OWEN are clearly disengaged and on 
their phones, looking away, etc. 
 
FRANCES: (Holding up her Bible up) Okay, let’s talk about the text guys! I’ve heard this 
passage many times, but there’s definitely a lot to unpack. I mean, like, the disciples left 
everything to follow Jesus. How crazy is that?  What do you guys think? 
 
OWEN and ANNIE are unresponsive. 
 
FRANCES: Owen? Annie? 
 
OWEN: (Half-glancing up from his phone) Oh! Sorry Frances, I’m just finishing up some work. 
It’s been a crazy year and we all have a lot going on! 
 
FRANCES: Yeah, I get it. This year has been a wild ride. Umm…Annie, can you hear us? 
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ANNIE: Yeah, sorry. I was just thinking about the fish. 
 
FRANCES: The fish? 
 
OWEN puts down his phone. 
 
ANNIE: In the story. What happened to the fish? 
 
OWEN: What do you mean? 
 
ANNIE: The fish, you guys! Simon Peter and the disciples caught more fish than they ever had 
before. And then they left everything to follow Jesus? I’m guessing that includes the fish. So, 
what happened? Did the fish just die, or did they pack them up for the road? Did they give them 
away? Did Jesus resurrect them? What happened to the fish? 
 
FRANCES: Yeah! 
   
OWEN: Hmm….. 
 
FRANCES: Annie, that’s actually a good point. I have no idea what happened to the fish.  
 
OWEN: Yeah, I’ve probably heard this story a hundred times and, I gotta say, I have never 
considered the fish. 
 
ANNIE: That’s what I’m saying!  
 
FRANCES: That’s why it’s nice to read things over and over because you find something new 
every time. 
 
ANNIE: Like the fish. 
 
FRANCES:  Exactly like the fish. That’s what’s so cool about studying Scripture in community! 
I would never have thought about the fish if it wasn’t for Annie! We can always benefit from 
hearing other points of view.  
 
OWEN: I totally agree. But at some point, haven’t we found all there is to find in a text? Besides 
the miracle of the fish, I wonder if this text is all that miraculous at all. We get it. Jesus had 
friends.   
 
ANNIE: AND Jesus helped folks understand what it means to be in relationship with God in a 
whole new way.  
 
FRANCES: You’re right! He was fully divine, but he was also fully human.  
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ANNIE: He really listened to people, he spoke out against injustice, he loved the most 
vulnerable. 
 
OWEN: And in the story, he seeks out ordinary human beings to do extraordinary things. I 
wonder why he chose them and how they had the courage to follow him. 
 
ANNIE: Yeah, and not only that, he preaches to ordinary people, many of whom were pushed to 
the margins by the powerful. Just think what it must have meant to them to really be seen and 
valued by someone AND to be told that God sees them too. 
 
OWEN: Wow, that makes a lot of sense. Jesus was really doing some significant things!  I guess 
it’s a more powerful story than I realized.  
 
FRANCES: That’s what I’m saying! There is a lot here to wonder about and explore more 
deeply. Even in such a seemingly simple text.  
 
ANNIE: Well, why don’t we try to dive as deep as we can. I bet there are a ton of new things to 
discover and questions to ask.  Let’s see where the good news exists for us in THIS passage 
today!  
 
FRANCES: Now, you’re talking! I’m down. Owen? 
 
OWEN: Okay, me too! Phone, off! I am 100% in! This passage is way cooler than I thought.  
 
FRANCES: Alright! Let’s start at the very beginning.  
 
ANNIE: Always a good place to start!  
 
(Everyone opens up their Bibles) 
 
FRANCES: So, in the beginning, Jesus is at the lake and the crowds are pressing in on him.  
 
OWEN: Wait, crowds? What’s so important about the crowds? I thought this story was about 
the fish?  
 
ANNIE: Owen, take a look at the text.  
 
(Everyone puts Bibles back down in regular reading position) 
 
ANNIE: Before there is any talk of the fish, scripture talks about the crowds pressing in on Jesus 
to hear the Word of God.  
 
OWEN: Wait, hold on. The crowds were pressing in on him? The way it’s written makes it 
sound as if Jesus was overwhelmed, like all of this traveling and teaching was beginning to take 
a toll on him. 
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FRANCES: Wow, it really humanizes Jesus. He must’ve been exhausted! 
 
OWEN: Exactly! Jesus begins this miracle story by being overwhelmed with his own calling. 
And then he goes on to ask these ordinary fishermen for help.  
 
ANNIE: Yeah, there was nothing that made them particularly good candidates for discipleship, 
but Jesus chose them anyway. I wonder why… 
 
FRANCES: This call story feels profound - even in the first few lines. Owen, what does it really 
mean to you? 
 
OWEN: You know, the good news that Jesus reaches out to ordinary people is comforting, 
especially after a year that has reminded me that our world isn't quite so blind to our differences. 
Oddly enough, my biggest insight to this has been through the college admissions process. In 
that world, it is easy to think of yourself as nothing more than a GPA and an SAT score, to 
confuse your worth with a number of extracurriculars or a class rank. It’s safe to say that I’ve 
gained a few early grey hairs in the past few months.  

For me, these feelings came to a peak when I found out that I was a finalist for the Morehead-
Cain Scholarship to UNC Chapel Hill. Throughout the process of applying for the program, I had 
tried keeping my hopes at a controlled level. I knew it was a long shot, so I avoided seeing it as a 
real opportunity for as long as possible. But when I read that letter, I couldn’t help but get my 
hopes up. And that terrified me. I was afraid that after getting so close to my goal, I would be 
rejected. I was afraid of failure, afraid that what I had to offer wouldn’t be enough.  

So, it’s the final selection weekend for the scholarship, and I’m still afraid. I tried keeping my 
confidence up, talking to myself, saying, Owen, you’re a talented kid, who works hard and 
knows who he is. That had to be enough, right? Of course, the first Zoom of the weekend sent my 
confidence straight out the window. Every single one of those 160 finalists were talented kids 
who had worked hard and knew who they were. I started scrambling to find any way to set 
myself apart. I doubted myself, and didn’t see how I could possibly measure up. All I kept 
hearing from those around me was “just be yourself.” But what if that wasn’t enough? 

As the weekend went on though, something changed: I began to see what an amazing community 
I had the chance to become a part of. Everyone I met was talented, hardworking, and self-
assured, of course; but they were also kind, honest, and down-to-earth people. We all had a lot in 
common, but the true power of this experience came from our uniqueness. I got to connect with 
people from across the globe. I got to see the value that different perspectives and backgrounds 
can have on a community. Even through the filter of a computer screen, hearing the perspectives 
of my peers and contributing my own showed me how important a community like this really is. 
In a year that has kept many of us apart, I was given the incredible gift of connection.     
 
Jesus showed the disciples their worth by calling them into reciprocal friendship. And so too it is 
with us. Our value as people is not defined by how hard we work, or how talented we are; but 
rather, is embodied by our perspective, and the intrinsic value we all share. I realized that human 
beings are not measurable. We are all equal recipients of grace and love.    
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Fortunately for my family and me, I was honored to be offered the scholarship, but I’m reminded 
that any achievement or setback does nothing to change how God sees us, and how we ought to 
see each other. In this whirlwind of a year, I’m sure we’ve all had setbacks and successes. 
Through all this, it’s important to remember that we never have to prove ourselves to God. So, 
when the crowds press in on us, we can't be too proud to ask for help.    
 
No matter what happens down the line, there is nothing any of us can do to be unworthy of love. 
Time and again, God offers us a seat at the table. All we have to do is sit down.   
 

~ 
 
ANNIE: Wow Owen, I love how you connected to the scripture so deeply. 
 
FRANCES: Yeah, you make some really great points. We are always worthy of god's love, even 
when we may not feel like it.  
 
OWEN: Yeah, for sure! Well, thanks guys…(close bible) this has been a really awesome bible 
study, same time next week?  
 
FRANCES: Woah, woah Owen! We’re not done! That was only the beginning of the text, we 
have so much more to dive into!  
 
ANNIE: Yeah, I want to know what the disciples were thinking when Jesus was performing this 
miracle. Like those fish just came out of nowhere! 
 
OWEN: Again, with the fish? But, Annie, that is a good point. It must have been kinda odd to 
trust Jesus’ words and cast out their nets, when they were sure there were no fish.  
 
ANNIE: You know, that part of the story kind of reminds me of when I first started on the 
Presbyterian Youth Council, or PYC. 
 
OWEN: Tell me more about that... 
 
FRANCES: You know what PYC is, Owen. It’s the group of youth elected to serve the 
presbytery and plan events for other youth.  
 
OWEN: I know what PYC is, I want to hear more about how PYC connects to this scripture 
passage.  
 
FRANCES: Annie! Tell us more! 

~ 

ANNIE: Well, one of the first things I remember about PYC was my freshman year when they 
began accepting applications. My friend, Izzie, and I were walking laps around the church 
building on Sunday morning. In the middle of the parking lot Izzie stops and says, “Are you 
going to be on PYC?”  
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Her question took me by surprise. I had seen a note about it in the youth newsletter but I 
immediately dismissed it as a possibility for myself. Surely they only wanted applications from 
‘real church people’, and I wasn't a ‘real church person.’ Because despite being at GCPC my 
entire life, I had only started going to youth group about a year earlier. There were so many other 
youth that were more qualified, more outgoing, had better speaking voices, and knew more about 
the church than I did. 

What room would there be for me to be a leader amongst those other youth who were better than 
me? I was just going to get in the way. Besides, I didn't really know anyone on PYC and I 
definitely was not going to do it alone.  

Now that wasn't all going through my head at that moment when she asked me, but looking back 
those were my real doubts. I told Izzie, “I don't know I hadn't thought about it.” Izzie was quick 
to say, “You should do it. We can do it together.” 
 
Together…This sentiment is one that Jesus is portraying in this scripture by directly calling his 
disciples to lead alongside him in community. 
 
My internal anxieties about being good enough were simply not true. There was no reason why I 
didn't belong on PYC. There was no secret trait or special knowledge I needed; they just wanted 
youth who we're ready and willing to learn and to lead. And once I got past my own personal 
doubts for myself, I was ready and I was willing. And I was excited. 
 
I remember this moment so clearly: the impact of saying yes. Being a part of PYC for the last 3 
years has been one of the most formative experiences on my faith and on my life. Each year I 
have been a part of their worship team: reading scripture, saying prayers, offering closing 
messages. At first, I did not think I belonged there. I barely knew anything about worship and I 
definitely didn't feel confident writing prayers or talking about scripture with other youth. But, I 
said yes to being on this worship team and we worked through it together. We learned and grew 
together. Being on that team totally changed the way I see my life going forward. While I don't 
know exactly what I am going to do, I know this: I want to lead and build community in a similar 
way as I have done on PYC.   
 
Now, as fascinating as they are, the real miracle of our story is not the fish. The miracle is saying 
yes despite doubts. The fishermen thought they knew what would happen when they put their 
nets down--they saw no reason to keep trying to catch anything!  So they were hesitant to accept 
what Jesus was asking them to do--to put their nets back in the water. This feeling of second 
guessing or struggling to trust what God promises is one that everyone has experienced, even 
back in Jesus's time. That is what makes this story so important and so relevant.  
 
Like Simon, we may feel that we are unworthy or not good enough to do what God is calling us 
to do. I felt that when I told myself that I wasn't good enough to be on PYC. I felt that when I 
convinced myself that I didn't know how to write a prayer. These fishermen surely felt this when 
Jesus told them to put out their nets just one more time. And they must have felt it when he said 
they would be catching people. 
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They may have been confused why Jesus wanted them, these lowly fishermen to be his disciples, 
but Jesus saw that they were ready to follow and lead. And even though they were ordinary 
people, extraordinary things happened when they said yes to this call.  
 
Samantha tells us all the time that we cannot be Christians alone. We have to be in community 
with one another.  Jesus could not lead by himself; he was calling a community to accompany 
him in his transformative work. The way we enter into community is by saying one vital word: 
yes.   
 

~ 

OWEN: Wow. Annie, I love what you said: “The miracle of this text is saying yes despite 
doubts.”  

FRANCES: Yeah… that’s so incredibly powerful.  

ANNIE: Thank you!  

OWEN: Have we reached the end of the passage yet?  

ANNIE: Calm down, Owen. we have a bit more.  After the disciples were confronted by Jesus, 
they left everything and followed him.  

FRANCES: Left everything - I’m still thinking about that. They even left the fish, correct? 

ANNIE: Hey… I thought fish were my thing.  

OWEN: Fish is everyone’s thing. Back to the scripture, are you sure they left everything? Their 
families? Their friends?  

FRANCES: Right! That’s crazy.  

ANNIE: I think it's miraculous. Jesus says, “Do not be afraid; from now on you will be catching 
people.” Then the disciples left everything and followed him.  

FRANCES:  Hmm… Catching people? Odd - Left everything? Seems like a lot to ask…. Do 
you mind if I wrestle with this for a moment?  

OWEN: Please do. 

FRANCES: You know, I can't understand the phrase “from now on you will be catching 
people.”  It sounds like kidnapping. I watch a lot of Crime Shows, and I know if you get 
kidnapped you have a very slim chance of coming out alive.  Especially if you get to a secondary 
location.  
 
I imagine: the would-be disciples standing before this man Jesus, as he told them to “not be 
afraid.”  The fishermen probably looked at this man who had almost sunk their boats with fish 
and were very afraid. 
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I’m sure none of us would react any differently. We’re afraid of so much, aren't we? And our 
biggest fear? Unexplainable - miraculous events. Angels, bounteous fish, burning bushes, 
unconsumed by fire, people who were supposed to be dead and aren’t. I do not envy the 
disciples. Miracles are something my anxious brain would hate. Which leads me to think, the 
truly miraculous thing witnessed on that day is that these fishermen, just given the biggest catch 
of their lives, gave it all up to follow Jesus. I can hear their families now. “You’re following 
who? Doing what? Catching who? God Shmaud, you have a family, SIMON PETER!  You have 
responsibilities!”  
 
But instead, the disciples gave up everything to follow Jesus. They weren’t ransacked, 
kidnapped, and forced to follow him. They were doing something dangerous, radical, and new. 
They had every reason not to and they did it anyway. 

 
You know, it’s hard to stay motivated in this pandemic. Instead of working, I spend hours in bed, 
in my pajamas, watching videos. A lot of videos. I pretend I watch the videos to supplement my 
education, but let's be honest, there are only so many times you can watch Barbie and the Twelve 
Dancing Princesses before people get suspicious.  
 
Though, it has been educational. Honestly.   I realized I love movies about an ordinary person 
forced to become extraordinary. The hero’s journey if you will. There are thousands of these 
stories.  The Odyssey, Forrest Gump, all Superhero Movies. Thousands of stories about people 
leaving their comfort zones for the good of others. We gather strength and hope from these 
stories.  Yet, we often do not leave our comfort zone. We justify watching these stories from the 
safety of our bed. We think if we saw Jesus that day, like the disciples, we would give everything 
up and follow him. but if we’re honest, we would sit at home with our fish and call an occasional 
visit to Jesus’s ministry enough.  
 
This past year, we saw protests across the country in support of the Black Lives Matter 
movement. They showed a need for radical change in this country. I supported it wholeheartedly. 
It is past time for radical, systematic change. Emotionally, I was right there with my friends in 
the streets. Notice how I said emotionally. The thing was, I never left my house. First I blamed it 
on COVID fear. Then, as those fears were proven true but not as pressing, I decided I could 
support from inside my house. I could examine my own actions, right? I could read the books I 
should and combat my own thoughts. And yes. Those are good options, but, I used that language 
to hide, to allow complacency.  
 
It was then that I stumbled upon Lorraine Hansberry’s Les Blancs performed by the National 
Theatre in England. It held up a mirror to my hollow self-congratulation. Les Blancs confronted 
me with the question: What good is being good if you do not do good? Can you call yourself 
good if your internal goodness never inspires external action? If you don’t give up anything to 
follow Jesus, are you truly following?  
 
As Christians, we love to think of ourselves as good people. Like the Roald Dahl quote: “If you 
have good thoughts, they will shine out of your face like sunbeams and you will always look 
lovely.” I spent much of my life hoping that everyone could tell I was a good person if I thought 
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about puppies and flowers. It's a dangerous mindset. It perpetuates inaction.  conformity. 
oppression. It’s another reason to sit in your pajamas and pat yourself on the back.  
 
Friends, this mindset is contrary to Jesus's ministry. He never said we could just sit back and 
claim the moral high-ground.  It isn’t about being comfortable or about being silently good. It’s 
about following Jesus, Jesus who asks us to leave all of that. Asks us to enter into uncertainty. 
Calls us to leave the boats. Calls us to leave the fish. To leave cozy, corrupt consolation 
behind.  Ensnare ourselves in Jesus’ net. To be afraid, and to do it anyways. To catch people, to 
catch ourselves - in the least kid-nappy way possible.  

~ 

OWEN: Thanks Frances for that reminder that God really calls us to do hard things. 

ANNIE: And that it sometimes requires us to leave our comfort zones in order to go towards 
new horizons.  

FRANCES: Not to toot my own horn or anything, but aren’t you glad that we stuck with this 
Bible study process? 

OWEN: Actually yes, this was surprisingly fun! 

ANNIE: I never thought that my serious concern for the fish could open up this WHOLE can of 
worms. 

FRANCES: And I never thought that studying Scripture in community could help us dive into 
the text this deeply. 

ANNIE: You know, Owen thanks for reminding us that just like Jesus calls the fisherman, no 
matter who you are, we are worthy of God’s love. 

FRANCES: And Annie thanks for lifting up the idea that when we say yes, we open ourselves 
up to God, and to community, in a whole new way.  

OWEN: And Frances, thanks to you, we know that God calls us out to create change! 

FRANCES: Grace Covenant Family, the Scripture is speaking loud and clear today. Remember 
this: 

OWEN: You are worthy of God’s love. 

ANNIE: Embrace the miracle of saying yes. 

FRANCES: Don’t be afraid to leave everything and follow. 

OWEN: New horizons await. 
 
 


